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login against Facebook? What is the safest way to login against Facebook without giving Facebook

control over the app? I have seen a lot of people using FB.login(), but in my opinion it's very
insecure, it allows anyone to login against your App and have access to your Facebook account.
What I would like to do is: User arrives at my app - FB dialog opens User enters his/her login/pwd
They get redirected to my app to keep the secure connection I am not trying to do any Facebook
sharing between my app and user, just want to login against my app. A: The key to making this

secure is the secret key that you send to the server. If you use this secret key, it can only be read by
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your server/client and Facebook/Facebook can't see what key you are using. The key is generated
using the secret key provided in the latest version of the Facebook API. This is found in the

documentation located here: You send this key to the server as a parameter when making your call
to FB.login. For example: FB.login(function (response) { if (response.authResponse) { // logged in

and connected user } else { // not logged in } }, {scope: 'email,publish_stream,user_likes'}); Source:
Xinhua| 2018-03-21 21:03:26|Editor: pengying Video Player Close by Xinhua Writer Li Xinmin

BEIJING, March 21 (Xinhua) -- China's defense budget will grow nearly 10
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